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Damn politics and high schools 

The Labor Party are dangling Perth Mod. But they 
didn’t tell you that they sprung this as a complete 
shock on Perth Mod families, who are very upset 
and oppose it totally. The glass tower looks fancy 
but think about it –  it’s supposed to be built in 2 
year 8 months. It dumps 1500 students, as young 
as 11 in an office block, with no oval, no trees in 
the most congested spot in Perth and next to the 
pubs and drugs district. Smart? Not. It’s a health 
and security risk. 1500 kids are not going to fit on a 
roof. There are no schools like this in Australia 
and we don’t think there ever will be. 

So that leaves you with a dilemma. You can vote for the high risk Glass Tower 
of Babylon and hope it happens, hope Mod is available for you, and pray your 
kids don’t end up locked in the Tower instead. Or you can vote for the other 
team who are planning to give $40m to Mt Lawley and $40m to Churchlands. 

We don’t want to talk politics, but the Labor Plan left us no choice. Character 

is destiny. What kind of politicians do we want? 

Enough is enough. We’re Fed UP parents warning you that your kids and ours 
are being used in a political ploy. Labor is better than this.  What happened? 

Would you want your children in a skyscraper? 

This is not about politics, it’s about the kids. More information, Facebook links, the petition link at  

https://save-perthmodernschool.com/ 

Written by concerned parents – contact us through the site.    

Authorized by Emma Gregory, 16 Beverley St, Coolbinia. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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